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iUniverse, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 150 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.If you could go back far enough in your genealogy,
you would find that your ancestors were viruses. Never underestimate what a virus can do. Travis
Weld, leader of a clandestine government team pursuing terrorists, decodes a phone message from
someone offering to sell a deadly new virus to an illicit weapons dealer. But who is the seller and
what is the virus? Weld sends beautiful environmental graduate student Chesney Barrett to
covertly probe the world of virology and viruses. Her search leads to a virology research company.
Chesney encounters suspicious deaths, angry and ambitious virologists, and a longtime feud that
may hold the key to identifying the virus. Each new clue generates contradictions. Each probing for
answers intensifies the danger. But the ultimate adversary is the virus, more sophisticated and
deadly than anyone imagined. Like a cunning serial killer, the elusive virus has chosen its next
target. This time it will kill millions. Everyone it touches will die.
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I actually began looking at this pdf. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Brayan Mohr Sr.-- Brayan Mohr Sr.

A superior quality publication along with the font used was fascinating to learn. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to going to go
through yet again again in the future. Your life period will likely be enhance the instant you total reading this publication.
-- Donnie Rice-- Donnie Rice
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